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Abstract1

Toxic phytoplankton blooms have increased in many waterbodies worldwide with well-known2

negative impacts on human health, fisheries, and ecosystems. However, why and how phy-3

toplankton evolved toxin production is still a puzzling question, given that the producer that4

pays the costs often shares the benefit with other competing algae and thus provides toxins as5

a ‘public good’ (e.g. damaging a common competitor or predator). Furthermore, blooming6

phytoplankton species often show a high intraspecific variation in toxicity and we lack an un-7

derstanding of what drives the dynamics of coexisting toxic and non-toxic genotypes. Here,8

by using an individual-based 2D model, we show that small-scale patchiness of phytoplankton9

strains caused by demography can explain toxin evolution in phytoplankton with low motility10

and the maintenance of genetic diversity within their blooms. This patchiness vanishes for phy-11

toplankton with high diffusive motility suggesting different evolutionary pathways for different12

phytoplankton groups. In conclusion, our study reveals that small-scale spatial heterogeneity,13

generated by cell division and counteracted by diffusive cell motility and turbulence, can cru-14

cially affect toxin evolution and eco-evolutionary dynamics in toxic phytoplankton species. This15

contributes to a better understanding of conditions favouring toxin production and the evolution16

of public goods in asexually reproducing organisms in general.17

Keywords: Toxic algal blooms, evolution of cooperation, coexistence, patchiness in phyto-18

plankton, eco-evolutionary feedback, spatial pattern formation.19
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Introduction20

Toxic phytoplankton blooms are a global phenomenon and pose a threat to human health,21

strongly affect ecosystem functions, and may cause substantial economical losses in fishery,22

aquaculture, tourism, and drinking water supply [1]. A variety of phytoplankton species from23

different taxonomic groups are able to produce toxins, including marine dinoflagellates, hap-24

tophytes, diatoms and freshwater cyanobacteria. These phycotoxins represent all kind of sec-25

ondary metabolites with diverse biological functions that harm certain organisms of the food26

web. Blooms of toxic phytoplankton species often show a high intraspecific variation in toxic-27

ity, that is, coexisting genotypes with different degrees of toxicity that regulate the harmfulness28

of the bloom [2, 3].29

Despite the well-known ecological and economical impact of toxic phytoplankton blooms,30

we still lack an understanding of how phytoplankton organisms have evolved toxin production31

and what drives the often observed maintenance of intraspecific variation in toxicity within32

such blooms. Such an understanding would help anticipating favorable conditions for toxic33

phytoplankton blooms and developing management strategies. Research in the last decades has34

identified a large diversity of phytoplankton toxins [1] and has suggested multiple advantages35

for their producers. These benefits include inhibition of competing algae, defence against graz-36

ers [4] or parasites [5], toxin-assisted predation in mixotrophs [6], sequestration of redundant37

nutrients [7], or protection against oxidative stress [8]. Some toxins function as grazer deter-38

rents, reducing the risk that individual toxin-containing cells are consumed by a zooplankton39

grazer [9]. Such toxins are ’private goods’ and their evolution is easily understood. However,40

other toxins are not only beneficial to the producing phytoplankton cell but also to non-toxic41

cells, for example, when the toxin reduces grazing activity from a shared predator or hamper42

a common competitor. Such toxins constitute a ’public good’ [4]. This holds especially for43
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extracellular phytoplankton toxins that diffuse in water and sheer off from their producers [10].44

Toxins released by terrestrial plants, in contrast, represent a more exclusive good, as they stay45

close to the producing plant [11].46

The evolution of toxin production as a public good in phytoplankton is difficult to explain,47

given that its costs are payed ’privately’ by the producing strain [12]. General theory on public48

goods predicts that they can evolve if they favor the cooperators (i.e. the altruistic strain paying49

the costs) more than the cheaters (i.e. another strain of the same species or other species that50

benefit but do not pay the cost) [10, 13]. However, many toxins leak out of cells, are actively51

secreted, or become available after cell lysis [6, 14] which spreads the benefit also to non-toxic52

cells. Even intracellular toxins could be similarly beneficial to the non-toxic competitors, for53

example, when the consumption of toxic cells reduces the predators further feeding activity [9].54

Hence, under the traditional assumption that phytoplankton live in a homogeneous environment,55

toxins would favor toxic and non-toxic cells equally.56

Small-scale spatial heterogeneity in cell distribution may allow toxic cells to share the ad-57

vantage more with nearby conspecifics than with distant non-toxic ones. This would allow58

for positive kin selection of the toxic strain [15]. Spatial heterogeneity in phytoplankton has59

traditionally been observed on larger scales of kilometers [16], but current research provide em-60

pirical evidence that patchiness occurs also on small scales down to millimeters [17]. Young61

et al. [18] showed that such small-scale patchiness of organisms may simply result from cell62

death and asexual reproduction via binary division, which is common in phytoplankton, and is63

maintained even in a turbulent environment.64

Here, we examine whether demographic processes can provide the critical spatial hetero-65

geneity needed for the evolution of toxic phytoplankton and explore under which conditions66

it holds. Furthermore, we consider the long-term dynamics of toxic and non-toxic genotypes67

within an phytoplankton species. In contrast to traditional phytoplankton models, which typ-68
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ically ignore small-scale spatial heterogeneity, we use an individual-based model considering69

phytoplankton cells randomly reproducing, dying, moving (diffusing), producing toxins, and70

competing for nutrients in a 2D-space. In our model, we refer to toxins as a public defense71

against grazing, but our results provide also general implications for toxins with other public72

benefits.73

Methods74

Our individual-based model is based on the brownian bug model of Young et al. [18], but75

includes three important extensions: i) genetic diversity, that is, phytoplankton cells belong76

either to a toxic or a non-toxic strain; ii) toxin production; and iii) nutrient competition. We77

consider extracellular toxins that leak out of toxic cells, diffuse, and decay. High toxin con-78

centrations locally reduce the mortality of both strains. This mimics here a defense against79

predation without implementing an explicit zooplankton grazer, but can be interpreted in a80

broader sense as a general fitness increase by toxins. The degree to which toxins are a private81

or public good depends on their distribution and the presence of other cells around the pro-82

ducing cells (Fig. S2). We assume that toxin production is non-inducible and comes at the83

cost of a lower cell division rate. The model code was written in Julia and is available under84

https://github.com/ehrlichehrlich/ToxicAlgaeEvol.85

The model simulations run for 12000 days in discrete time steps dt of 2 hours. Each simu-86

lation step consists of four consecutive processes: 1.) Cell division and nutrient consumption.87

2.) Death and nutrient recycling. 3.) Toxin leakage and decay. 4.) Cell movement and diffusion88

of nutrients and toxins. We track the positions of all individual phytoplankton cells in a L× L89

square (L = 50 cm), which is divided into grid cells of size dx = 0.5 cm and has periodic90

boundary conditions. Further state variables are the nutrient and toxin concentration at each91
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grid cell.92

For the standard run, at t = 0, we randomly and independently place 104 non-toxic cells93

into the simulation space. Toxic cells and toxins are initially absent. The nutrients are initially94

homogeneously distributed with a concentration NI , referring to typical nitrate concentrations95

found in the ocean. After 1000 simulation days, when the non-toxic resident community has96

settled, we randomly replace 100 non-toxic cells by toxic ones, mimicking the invasion event97

(i.e. emergence of toxin mutation). In the sensitivity analysis, we start the simulations with98

both strains initially present at a random distribution (9 × 103 non-toxic and 103 toxic cells), as99

the non-toxic strain does not survive alone for several parameter combinations and the focus is100

more on the long-term dynamics and the maintenance of intraspecific variation in toxicity.101

Cell division and nutrient consumption102

Cells reproduce via binary division with probability R = er dt − 1, where the ’offspring’ cells103

emerge at the same place as the ’parental’ one [18]. We derive R from the growth rate r =104

rmax
N

HN+N
, which depends on the local nutrient concentration N , the maximum growth rate105

rmax, and the half-saturation constant for nutrient uptake HN . Cell division requires uptake of106

nutrients given by the cell quota qN . Due to time discreteness, negative nutrient concentrations107

may occur at grid cells where the reproducing phytoplankton cells Arep would consume more108

nutrients than available at that location, i.e. Arep qN > N . To avoid this, we consecutively pick109

random cells from that location and undo their reproduction until Arep qN ≤ N .110

Toxins, cell death and nutrient recycling111

Toxins leak out of toxic cells at rate Q and decay at rate λ, given their lability in water. The112

death probability of a cell equals the sum of its non-grazing (M ) and grazing (G) mortality113
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(i.e., the fitness component affected by toxins), M = 1− e−mdt and G = 1− e−g dt. We assume114

a constant non-grazing mortality ratem. The grazing mortality rate g depends on the local toxin115

concentration T , given by g = gmax (1 − T
HT+T

). gmax is the maximum grazing mortality rate116

and HT the half-saturation constant for the toxin effect. Nutrients from dead phytoplankton117

cells are uniformly released to the whole space, mimicking the effect of grazers that redistribute118

nutrients from consumed phytoplankton.119

Cell movement and molecule diffusion120

Like Young et al. [18], we model the movement of individual cells as a random walk described121

by x(t + dt) = x(t) + δx and y(t + dt) = y(t) + δy, where x and y refer to the spatial122

coordinates of the focal cell. δx and δy are independent, Gaussian distributed random variables123

with a standard deviation of σ =
√
DC 2 dt, corresponding to a cell diffusivity DC (a surrogate124

for cell motility).125

Diffusion of nutrients and toxins is implemented with standard and simple methods for nu-126

merical solution of partial differential equations. Specifically, at each time step we redistribute127

the material in a given grid cell over itself and its eight neighboring grid cells, corresponding128

to an explicit Euler method using the standard nine point stencil for the diffusion operator. The129

diffusivity D is assumed to be equal for both types of molecules, but differs from the diffusivity130

of cells (DC) that have a different size and can actively move.131

Parametrization132

We refer the standard parameter values mainly to a marine dinoflagellate (Tab. S1). In the sensi-133

tivity analysis, we explore a broad range of parameter values, accounting for high trait variation134

among different toxic phytoplankton species (e.g. motility) and for lacking data (e.g. toxin leak-135
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age rates). We assume low costs of toxin production, that is, only a slightly reduced rmax of136

toxic compared to non-toxic cells. All other parameter values (m, gmax, HT , HN , qN , DC) are137

equal for both strains. Due to the two-dimensionality of the model, we convert literature cell138

or molecule concentrations from 3D to 2D by keeping the inter-particle distance constant, see139

Supporting Information.140

Model runs and output141

We first test in a standard scenario without turbulence (Tab. S1) whether a mutant toxic strain142

can invade a resident community of the non-toxic strain and evaluate the long-term dynamics. A143

successful invasion implies that toxin evolution is possible. In a sensitivity analysis, we next find144

the phytoplankton trait values and environmental conditions that allow long-term maintenance145

of intraspecific variation in toxicity, i.e. coexistence of toxic and non-toxic genotypes. In the146

appendix, we demonstrate that our results hold also under turbulence (Fig. S3-S6) and in 3D-147

space (Fig. S7,S8). We run each simulation of the individual-based phytoplankton model for148

12000 days. All output measures (cell numbers, toxin concentrations, correlation coefficients,149

mean crowding) provided in the following represent means of the last 2000 simulation days,150

averaged across 10 replicates.151

Results152

Invasion success and long-term model behavior153

In the standard run, the toxic strain invades and surpasses the cell number of the non-toxic154

resident (Fig. 1A). Both strains coexist in the long term and show compensatory dynamics,155

causing a rather constant total cell number (Fig. 1A). This total cell number reaches higher156
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values than in the purely non-toxic resident community (Fig. 1A), as toxins reduce the grazing157

losses and thus increase the steady state concentration.158

Both strains show strong patchiness and are separated in space (Fig. 1B). The low overlap159

between non-toxic and toxic patches results in a negative spatial correlation of their cell numbers160

(Pearson’s correlation coefficient ρ = −0.17). In patches of toxic cells, toxin concentrations161

reach the highest values (Fig. 1B,C). Non-toxic cells experience on average lower toxin concen-162

trations (T̄non = 13 amol T cm−2) than toxic ones (T̄tox = 19 amol T cm−2), which explains163

the success of the latter. Toxin concentration is negatively correlated with nutrient concentration164

(ρ = −0.36), as nutrient exploitation is higher at locations of low mortality (Fig. 1C,D).165

When putting ’offspring’ cells at random (instead of ’parental’) places, but keeping the166

model otherwise the same, patchiness vanishes and toxic cells go extinct quickly (Fig. S1).167

This highlights that local reproduction, via binary division, is the key to patchiness and spatial168

strain separation, on which the invasion and survival of toxic cells as well as the coexistence169

with non-toxic cells rely.170

Sensitivity analysis171

Three main principles are important for understanding the following results: (1) If grazing172

losses are (almost) equal for both strains, non-toxic cells will always outcompete toxic ones due173

to their higher cell division rate. (2) Grazing losses of the non-toxic and toxic cells converge174

if they face equal local toxin concentrations, or if toxins become so concentrated that they ev-175

erywhere exceed the saturation concentration for toxic effects on the grazer (see Methods). (3)176

Patchiness and spatial strain separation generated by binary division counteract homogenization177

of toxin concentrations.178

At very high toxin leakage rate,Q, the toxin concentration everywhere becomes high enough179

to yield maximum grazing protection (Fig. S2), even if local toxin concentrations differ (see180
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(2)). The consequent lack of advantages to toxin production drives the toxic cells to extinction181

(see (1), Fig. 2A). At very low toxin leakage rate, toxin production is also not warranted, and182

the toxic strain goes extinct. Only intermediate toxin leakage rates allow the maintenance of the183

toxic strain (Fig. 2A). The effect of varying the toxin half-saturation constant, HT , is equivalent184

but opposite (Fig. 2B). When grazing reduction saturates at a low toxin concentrations, the toxin185

concentration is everywhere sufficiently high to provide maximum protection, and conversely,186

at a very high HT , the toxin concentration is everywhere too low to yield protection (Fig. S2).187

If toxins decay very slowly (low λ), they reach high concentrations also far from toxic cells188

(Fig. S2). Hence, the public good is highly shared with neighboring non-toxic cells, sealing189

the extinction of the toxic strain (Fig. 2C). With increasing toxic decay rate, the toxins be-190

come increasingly ’private’ with high concentrations only near toxic cells. The density of toxic191

cells increases, while the non-toxic cell decreases until they go extinct at very high decay rates192

(Fig. 2C).193

The cost of toxin production (∆rmax) is defined as the difference between the maximum194

growth rate of non-toxic (rmax,non = 0.7 d−1) and toxic cells (rmax,tox). The latter one is varied195

to alter the costs. In the absence of costs, i.e. ∆rmax = 0.0 d−1 (i.e. rmax,tox = 0.7 d−1), the toxic196

cells outcompete non-toxic ones, as expected (Fig. 2D). This holds also for very low costs. With197

increasing costs, the number of toxic cells decreases, while non-toxic ones enter the system and198

progressively increase in density (Fig. 2D). When ∆rmax > 0.05 d−1 (i.e. rmax,tox < 0.65 d−1),199

the toxic strain goes extinct and the non-toxic one drops in density to its monoculture level200

(Fig. 2D).201

At a very low grazing pressure (Gmax close to zero), the toxic cells cannot persist (Fig. 2E).202

With increasing grazing pressure, toxic cells increase while non-toxic ones decrease in abun-203

dance. At a very high grazing pressure, first the non-toxic cells die out (Gmax > 0.43 d−1) and204

then also the toxic ones (Gmax > 0.45 d−1), which finally cannot resist despite their defense205
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(Fig. 2E).206

Increasing the half-saturation constant for nutrient uptake HN is equivalent to decreas-207

ing nutrient affinity (αi ∝ rmax,i/HN ) in our model. The numbers of non-toxic and toxic208

cells are rather unaffected for a wide range of values of HN (Fig. 2F). Only above a value209

of 1 fmol N cm−2, the toxic strain becomes increasingly abundant while the non-toxic cells210

decrease in number (Fig. 2F). A high HN implies that cell reproduction can compensate the211

losses only at high nutrient concentrations. Hence, patches of non-toxic cells are only thinly212

populated, leading to less likely overlaps with toxic patches. This favors toxic cells, which can213

exclusively reduce the mortality rate and show higher patch densities with lower nutrient con-214

centrations. At very high HN values (> 10 fmol N cm−2), both strains go extinct as even the215

toxic strain cannot compensate the grazing losses anymore (Fig. 2F).216

The cell diffusivity DC is a surrogate for cell motility in our model. If DC is relatively high217

(> 7 × 10−6 cm2 s−1), toxic cells die out (Fig. 2G), as high cell motility prevents patchiness218

(Fig. 2H, low mean crowding) and thus spatial strain separation, which is crucial to the survival219

of toxic cells. With decreasing DC , patchiness increases (Fig. 2H). This allows toxic cells to220

survive and show higher cell numbers, while non-toxic cells first slightly increase and then221

decline in number (Fig. 2G). After going below an optimum of DC (3.7 × 10−7 cm2 s−1), the222

toxic cell number decreases and non-toxic cells become more abundant. Finally, for a low DC223

(< 1.4×10−7 cm2 s−1), the densities stay constant for both strains with the toxic one dominating224

the system (Fig. 2G). The fact that the system does not react anymore to changing DC values225

relies on the model’s discreteness in space. The model grid cell size of 5 mm means that cells226

only move, if their movement distance along one spatial axis is above 2.5 mm. Very low motility227

implies that cells basically stay at their place of birth (i.e. after cell division). This keeps strains228

from occupying more space and thus prevents competitive exclusion.229
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Discussion230

Our study illustrates that the evolution of toxins as a public good and coexistence of toxic and231

non-toxic strains within phytoplankton blooms is possible due to patchiness and spatial strain232

separation generated by binary division. Low costs and a high fitness increase by toxin produc-233

tion promote toxic strains. We considered toxins as a public defense against grazing, i.e. the234

fitness increase was high under high grazing pressure. However, the found spatial patterns may235

also more generally explain dynamics of toxins providing other public benefits (e.g. hamper-236

ing growth of another phytoplankton species or protection against parasites). We found that237

selection would favour labile toxins that optimally decay before reaching competing non-toxic238

strains. For two traits, the toxin leakage rate and effectiveness of toxins in reducing predation239

losses, we found an optimum curve with the highest densities of the toxic strain occurring at240

intermediate trait values. A high random (diffusive) cell motility is critical to our results as it241

destroys patchiness and prevents toxin evolution.242

In our standard model, the water was static, whereas natural waterbodies exhibit turbulent243

eddies of different sizes. Including random advection like Young et al. [18], to mimic a simple244

turbulent environment at the cm-scale (near the lowest size scale of turbulence, i.e. the Kol-245

mogorov scale), stretches the patches [18] but does not qualitatively alter our results at low246

turbulence (Fig. S3,4). However, toxic cells show lower densities than under no turbulence247

(Fig. 1,S4). With increasing turbulence, the toxic strain is driven towards extinction, but its248

resistance against turbulence increases with higher toxin decay rates (Fig. S5,S6) by narrowing249

the toxin distributions around the producers. For computational reasons, our model is run in250

two spatial dimensions. Adding a third dimension to the model leads qualitatively to the same251

result for the evolution and maintenance of toxicity (Fig. S7,S8).252

Jonsson et al. [19] calculated that turbulence conditions in the open oceans would break up253
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clonal patches, as typical rates of phytoplankton reproduction (the driving force of patchiness)254

are insufficient to counteract high turbulence dissipation rates. However, Franks et al. [20] re-255

cently showed that turbulence in the ocean is highly intermittent and most of the time very much256

lower than ’bulk’ turbulent dissipation rates. Toxic phytoplankton blooms often occur during257

summer when turbulence is usually low due to stratification. Furthermore, waterbodies show258

a high heterogeneity in turbulence [21] and toxic blooms frequently occur in thin subsurface259

layers of minimal turbulence, e.g. near the pycnocline [22], where they can reduce predator260

activity [23].261

Our model findings are consistent with the frequently observed variation in toxin content262

among different genotypes sampled from the same location [2, 3]. Previous studies surmised263

that this variation may arise from a lacking strong selection pressure on toxin production [24],264

and excluded kin selection as an explanation for the success of toxic phytoplankton, as it would265

only work in monoclonal populations [3]. Our results suggests an alternative interpretation,266

that stabilizing mechanisms allow for the coexistence of toxic and non-toxic strains, and that267

kin selection is plausible, given the intrinsically generated spatial strain separation.268

The stabilizing mechanisms, which form the basis for strain coexistence, can be illustrated269

by an internal feedback loop (Fig. 3): (1) Given spatial separation of the two strains, the toxic270

cells increase in abundance and locally elevate toxin concentration. The resulting lower mor-271

tality allows them to exploit nutrients more than neighboring non-toxic cells that decrease in272

abundance. (2) At higher abundances of toxic cells, toxins get increasingly concentrated also273

in areas surrounding the patch of toxic cells. (3) This spreads the public good also to non-toxic274

cells and enables their return. They increase in density nearby toxic patches, enhancing the275

spatial overlap of the two strains. At similar levels of toxin concentration in those overlap-276

ping regions, non-toxic cells are superior compared to toxic cells and supersede them. (4) At277

low abundances of the toxic strain, toxins decrease in concentration and become only locally278
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available to toxic cells. The spatial separation of the two strains increases, due to the low nu-279

trient availability in the former overlapping regions of high cell densities, where non-toxic cells280

now decreases. This puts the system back to state (1) and completes the feedback loop. This281

feedback loop (Fig. 3) depicts an eco-evolutionary feedback similar to the one described by282

Driscoll et al. [4], but with more emphasis on the importance of the spatial population struc-283

ture. Furthermore, step 3 of the feedback loop illustrates that also the inverse evolutionary path284

is possible, i.e. a non-toxic genotype emerges in a toxic population, as indicated by empirical285

studies [3, 25].286

In our model, we assumed that the phytoplankton cells produce toxins at a fixed rate. In287

nature, many phytoplankton species can induce toxin production, for example, in response to288

an increased predation risk. Compared to the modelled scenario, inducible toxin production289

would enhance the evolutionary advantage of the toxic strain and promote its persistence, as it290

avoids costs when predation is low by down-regulating production of toxins. This may imply291

that the toxic strain dominates even under reduced grazing pressure (e.g. after local enrichment292

of toxins, see step 3 above) and thus outcompetes the non-toxic strain in the long term. However,293

both strains could still coexist if the toxic strain faces maintenance costs (i.e. costs that occur294

even when toxins are not expressed) or if the induction/down-regulation of toxin production is295

delayed relative to the changes in grazing pressure [26].296

Phytoplankton cell division is typically limited by the cell-internal nutrient content [27]297

rather than the local external concentration as in our model. Including a nutrient storage of298

phytoplankton cells would allow for cell division even in temporal absence of external nutrients.299

This may lead to larger cell patches as local competition that counteracts cell clustering is300

reduced. At first sight, larger patches promote toxic cells sharing their public good with more301

conspecifics. However, it increases also the chance that non-toxic cells randomly enter patches302

of toxic cells and outcompete them in the long term. Hence, the frequency of toxic strains in303
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nature likely depends on the degree of local competition, originating from nutrient and light304

limitation (under dense blooms conditions) and shaped by nutrient storage capacities.305

In line with our results (Fig. 1C), several empirical studies have revealed a so-called ’mosaic306

structure’ of toxin concentration within waterbodies, although sampled on a broader spatial307

scale of ten to several hundred meters [28–30]. Patchiness of phytoplankton cells occurs also on308

a finer scale down to centimetres [31, 32] and we argue that this must hold also for the produced309

toxins. Previous research suggested that this mosaic structure originates from abiotic drivers310

[33] or highlighted varying ratios of toxic and non-toxic strains [2, 34]. Our study shows for the311

first time that the spatial heterogeneity in toxin concentration may simply rely on demographic312

processes generating distinct patches of toxic and non-toxic strains on a microscale (Fig. 1C).313

Future studies may sample toxic phytoplankton on a finer spatial resolution to provide more314

empirical insights on patchiness.315

In oceans and lakes, many processes affect phytoplankton patchiness on the micro- and316

macroscale, including abiotic (e.g. nutrient, light or temperature gradients) and biotic ones317

(e.g. vertical migration, grazing) [17]. Only some of them have the potential to create the318

critical spatial separation of phytoplankton strains/species needed for the evolution of toxins319

as a public good. For example, motile phytoplankton may become patched [32] and spatially320

separated from non-motile phytoplankton in certain turbulent environments [35], or buoyant321

cyanobacteria distance themselves from sinking or neutrally buoyant cells on a vertical scale,322

depending on mixing properties [36]. Hence, in contrast to the diffusive motility considered in323

our model, directional motility (e.g. vertical migration or buoyancy) may even promote spatial324

heterogeneity even under high turbulence and may play an important role for the success of325

toxic phytoplankton. Colony formation represents another source for clonal patchiness, e.g., in326

cyanobacteria.327

Patchiness depends on random cell motility. For dinoflagellates, typical cell diffusivitiesDC328
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range from 10−5 to 10−4 cm2 s−1 [37], corresponding to swimming speeds around 100 µms−1.329

At such a highDC , patchiness cannot be maintained and toxic cells go extinct in the simulations330

(Fig. 2). Decreasing DC below 10−5 cm2 s−1 enables the survival of the toxic strain. Very331

high densities of toxic cells are reached between 10−7 and 10−6 cm2 s−1 (Fig. 2), which is the332

typical diffusivity range of cyanobacteria and toxic haptophytes [37]. Therefore, our proposed333

mechanism may be more relevant for slowly moving or non-motile phytoplankton species, like334

toxic haptophytes and Pseudo-Nitzschia spp. diatoms, or for species with collective directional335

movement that does not counteract patchiness like buoyancy or vertical migration. For example,336

dinoflagellate cells may simultaneously migrate to other water depths which would maintain337

patches of toxic cells with elevated toxin concentrations despite high motility [38].338

The evolution of toxins as a public good may depend not only on the motility of the phy-339

toplankton cells, but, in case of toxins functioning as defense, also on predator traits (e.g.,340

motility, selectivity or ability to sense toxins). To keep our model general and simple, we did341

not consider an explicit zooplankton predator. Future studies may survey how certain predator342

species affect the dynamics.343

We assumed that toxin production reduces the cell division rate, as recently found for the344

dinoflagellate Alexandrium catenella [39]. Depending on the phytoplankton species, costs may345

come in different ways, e.g., with respect to mixotrophy [40] or light competition [41]. In346

general, empirical evidences for costs of toxin production are rare, and experimental studies347

have often been unable to demonstrate any measurable direct costs [42, 43] or even found that348

toxic cells can grow faster [44]. Nevertheless, we argue that toxin producers must bear some349

costs - else they would be ’Darwinian Demons’ that out-compete all non-toxic strains (see350

Fig. 2D), which is not the case in nature. These costs may only emerge in a certain ecological351

context making them hard to measure [44]. Our study indicates that costs should be small to352

allow for toxin evolution, which further complicates the proof of their existence.353
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Extracellular toxins occur in many different phytoplankton groups [6, 14, 45, 46] and seem354

to be very labile in water [14, 46, 47]. This matches our predictions: Released toxins should355

decay fast in order to prevent that the benefit spreads to non-toxic competitors in neighboring356

patches. In contrast, some intracellular toxins appear to be much more stable [14], which would357

reduce the toxin production effort without promoting competitors.358

Cyanobacteria likely evolved toxins before grazers existed [48] and several private goods359

have been suggested to explain cyanotoxin production, like resistance against oxidative stress360

[8]. Nevertheless, our proposed mechanism may affect ongoing microevolutionary dynamics361

even in cyanobacteria as cyanotoxins have been shown to inhibit feeding of grazers like Daphnia362

[49, 50]. Daphnia can actively avoid toxic patches [51], but cannot pick single edible prey363

individuals within a patch of bad quality. This behavior makes even intracellular toxins acting as364

a public good and significantly lowers grazer density in patches of high toxin concentration [30].365

Toxic cyanobacterial strains can indeed invade a population dominated by non-toxic strains [52]366

and vice versa [25], depending on grazing pressure. These strain dynamics are likely affected367

by horizontal transfer and loss of genes related to toxin production [48].368

Toxic dinoflagellates are prevalent in marine systems with copepods as dominant grazers369

which feed highly selectively and may render patchiness of toxic cells redundant, especially in370

case of intracellular toxins. Thus, it seems reasonable that dinoflagellates with intracellular tox-371

ins show a high motility, given its advantages regarding other needs (e.g. resource uptake). In372

contrast, the marine diatom Pseudo-nitzschia spp. is non-motile and releases toxins that locally373

reduce grazing activity by krill [45]. Here, patchiness is beneficial and, indeed, these diatoms374

cluster in thin subsurface layers [22]. Similarly, our results may apply also to toxic hapto-375

phytes like Prymnesium parvum, given their low motility and mainly extracellular toxins that376

act, among others, as a defense against predation [53]. To generalize, the proposed mechanism377

may be relevant to all kind of asexually reproducing, toxic organisms with high patchiness (e.g.,378
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benthic algae).379

Although we focused on toxins reducing grazing, our results may apply also to toxins in-380

hibiting growth or lysing cells of competing algae (i.e., allelochemicals) as indicated by Károlyi381

et al. [54] with a structural similar model, although toxins were not explicitly implemented. A382

crucial difference between grazer toxins and allelochemicals lies in the properties of their tar-383

gets. Predators may have a relatively high motility and may actively search for prey organisms.384

In contrast, toxin-sensitive phytoplankton organisms have a lower motility, which likely reduces385

their risk of encountering toxic patches. Once they have encountered a toxic patch, however,386

the toxic effect on them may be more persistent, given their presumed lower ability to actively387

avoid toxic patches. These behavioral characteristics of the target organisms likely impact the388

fitness of the toxic phytoplankton and its evolutionary success.389

In conclusion, small-scale clonal patchiness, generated by phytoplankton cell division, pro-390

vides a potential key for the evolution of toxins as a public good and the success of toxic391

phytoplankton on the community level. Furthermore, it allows for stable coexistence of toxic392

and non-toxic strains and can explain the frequently observed high genetic diversity in toxic393

phytoplankton blooms as well as spatial variation in toxin concentration. The cell division-394

induced patchiness vanishes under high diffusive motility (or high turbulence). Therefore, we395

conclude that the proposed mechanism applies particularly to toxic phytoplankton with low396

random motility, like haptophytes, diatoms or cyanobacteria. In general, we emphasize that397

considering spatial structures of plankton populations can greatly enhance our understanding of398

evolutionary processes and community dynamics in plankton.399
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Figure legends570

Figure 1: Simulation run with standard parametrization. A) Population dynamics of the two571

cell genotypes. The embedded small panel zooms into the initial invasion phase of the toxic572

cells into a resident community of the non-toxic cells. B) Spatial distribution of cells at the end573

of the simulation, i.e. after 12000 days, within the 100x100 grid. Toxic cells (red) are printed574

on top of non-toxic cells (blue) and partly cover them in the visualization. C) Final toxin and575

D) nutrient distributions.576

577

Figure 2: Summary of sensitivity analysis with one parameter changed at a time and all others578

kept at their standard values. A-H) Mean values and standard deviations for ten replicates of579

simulations, respectively. A-G) Average total number of toxic (red) and non-toxic cells (blue),580

depending on the toxin leakage rate Q, the half-saturation constant for the toxin effect HT , the581

toxin decay rate λ, the costs of toxin production ∆rmax, the maximum grazing rate Gmax, the582

half-saturation constant for nutrient uptake HN , and the diffusivity of cells DC (motility). The583

vertical, dashed lines indicate the standard parameter values. Panel H) shows additionally the584

mean crowding of each strain for different values of DC . For calculating the crowding, we585

divided the whole space into quadrats of 1 cm2 and then counted, for each cell, the number of586

other cells from the same strain located at the same quadrat [55].587

588

Figure 3: Conceptual visualization of the internal feedback mechanism, allowing for the coex-589

istence of the non-toxic (blue) and toxic strain (red). The reddish area indicates the presence of590

toxins, where a dark red refers to a high toxin concentration.591
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